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Two editorials have been published in the Spanish journal Archivos Españoles de Urología in recent years, under the highly expressive titles of “Que me quede como estoy” (Let Me Stay as I Am), by Dr E. Sánchez de Badajoz (1) and “La indicación terapéutica ¿es una categoría inmutable?” (Therapy: An Immutable Category?), by Dr A. Gelabert (2). They are about the reluctance of the scientific community in general -and of urologists, in particular- to accept recent advances in surgery.

The first laparoscopic surgeries performed by general surgeons who removed gall bladders in surgeries lasting 6 to 8 hours, under the scrutiny of their colleagues and with many conversions to open surgery are too recent to have been forgotten. A similar attitude prevailed when certain urologists in units headed by colleagues who were open to innovation and technological development -currently two buzzwords for many politicians- decided to promote and encourage less aggressive surgery, to the benefit of their patients. Thus, they began their careers in ileum obstruction following lymphadenectomies, varicocelectomies and surgery to correct urinary incontinence in women.

Currently, however, no one questions the fact that laparoscopy was a breakthrough in surgical techniques. Those who proclaimed far and wide they would never perform that sort of surgery in their units had to bow to the evidence or have retired.

We could speak in a similar vein of surgery for benign prostate hyperplasia. When transurethral resection became a standard procedure in the 70s, it was a highly important breakthrough that lowered morbimortality rates in retropubic or transvesical adenomectomies, and yet some urologists took a long time in integrating it into their daily practice.

Since then, many competitors have sought to oust it from its privileged position. None have succeeded. The necroses caused by various sources of energy or chemical agents, dilations by means of
high-pressure balloons, urethral stents, electrovaporization and laser contact vaporization. They all came and went without widespread use. Transurethral resection for small prostates and retropubic adenomectomy for large ones are still surgical benchmarks, with the decision to use one or the other depending on the urologist’s skill and experience.

Currently, two new lasers have become available to us: KTP and Holmium. Both have proved effective in treating BPH. They both diminish the morbimortality of prostate surgery with shorter hospital stays and catheter days than the usual surgery, TUR and adenomectomy, and with comparable clinical outcomes if the surgery is done properly.

Nonetheless, there is an important difference between the two types of laser: KTP only vaporizes. Although its power has increased to 120 W, it is mostly useful for small prostates, unless it is in highly expert hands. The same is true of TUR. For small prostates, the advantage of GreenLight laser compared to TUR is minimal due to its cost.

Holmium laser allows vaporization in a way similar to the KTP laser, but it has the great advantage of being used to enucleate, so it can replace TUR as well as an adenomectomy. Enucleation allows surgery to be performed as we would retropublically, but with the advantages of endoscopy and lower morbidity. This is what really makes a difference. To exchange a retropubic or transvesicular adenomectomy for endoscopic surgery with no blood transfusions, with less than 24-48 hours’ hospitalization and even less hours with a urethral catheter is a significant qualitative leap. Another difference versus vaporization is the fact of having all the tissue with which to make an anatomopathological study; an added value in patients with a PSA higher than 2.5 ng/ml.

The cost of investing in a Holmium laser is diluted since it can be used in other pathologies such as lithiasis, certain tumours, strictures, skin lesions on the penis and other diseases.

It is true that, unlike vaporization, enucleation is a complex technique that is difficult to master and that very few hospitals have included it in their surgery programme due to its learning curve. This could lead us to believe that we are repeating the reluctance we showed towards new surgery that we did not learn at the outset of our career as urologists, but which presents many advantages and only one notable drawback: we have to learn a difficult technique when we already have another way of resolving the pathology correctly. This really is innovation and progress.

Nonetheless, the number of urologists who are beginning to use this sort of surgery is gradually increasing. The hospitals of Povisa in Vigo, 12 de Octubre in Madrid, Bellvitge in Barcelona and Morales Meseguer in Murcia have joined the forerunners: Carlos Haya Hospital in Málaga, Basurto Hospital in Bilbao, Hospital del Mar in Barcelona and La Paz Hospital in Madrid.

Treatment with Holmium laser became available 10 years ago, and since then it has been backed by much more bibliography than the KTP laser, for which there are no randomized studies with long-term follow-ups that can prove the reliability of vaporization and the absence of retreatment (4-7).

Marketing new Diode type lasers (8) with a wavelength of 980 nm for vaporizing like KTP but with reusable fibres, of 1470 nm that allow enucleation, and of Thulium (9), which also allows enucleation will lower prices and make the purchase less onerous than it is now.
Let us hope that, as with other complex surgical techniques, enucleation will become widespread and end up being a new gold standard for treating BPH. Then vaporization would only be used for small prostates and patients on aggregation inhibitors or anticoagulants who cannot suspend the treatment (10).

We are convinced that laser prostate surgery has come to stay. Only time will tell.
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